Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring with a unit element and let a, bCR.
DEFINITIONS.
(1) a and b are said to be coprime in R if TÇ_R, r/a, r/b implies r/1.
(2) A ring R' is called an integral extension of R if R'Z)R and a -br, a, bCZR, rC.R r implies there exists an element f(ZR such that a = bf.
(3) a and b are said to be absolutely coprime if they are coprime in every extension R' of R. In this paper it is shown that to every set of ideals of a commutative ring there exists an extension of the ring such that every ideal of the set is the intersection of the ring and a principal ideal of its extension. This is the main result and is given in Theorem 2. In a particular case of Theorem 2 it is shown in Theorem 1 that a, bQR are absolutely coprime if and only if there exist elements
Similar results for algebraic integers are well known [l]. 1 In the special case where the domains considered are completely integrally closed and the ideals have finite bases, a different extension fulfilling the conditions of Theorem 2 was obtained by Kronecker Presented to the Society, November 28, 1947; received by the editors December 10, 1947, and, in revised form, April 19, 1948.
1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
Since cQR, all terms involving u must vanish. Hence c = deo and R' is an integral extension of R.
Results. 
LEMMA, /ƒ a w aw ftfea/ iw R, then there exists an extension R' of R such that a is the intersection of R and a principal ideal of R'.
Consider the extension R' of R with a = A. In R' the ideal (u) is principal and contains a and no other elements of R, for every element of a is obtained from the set of products au~lxu. Also for \C.R' suppose \u = c, cQR. Then \ = cu~l. Hence cCct and a = jR A (#). THEOREM 
To every set of ideals of R there exists an extension R' of R such that every ideal of the set is the intersection of R and a principal ideal of R'.
To each ideal a in the set let there correspond an element u* transcendental over R. REMARK. In the case of non-compiutative rings a result analogous to Theorem 2 holds for two-sided ideals.
